DRML Fundraising Committee
Meeting on June 19, 2019
Minutes

Present: Sue Vaughn, Elisabeth Lehr, Holly Hall and Connell Gallagher

Connell called the meeting to order at 1pm. We spent most of the time discussing future monthly auction items. Sue will contact a landscaping place in Jericho Corners about a gift certificate. Connell offered a season pass for the Craftsbury Chamber Players. Elisabeth brought a pile of opera DVDs, opera books and an opera course which we thought would make a good basket for November, and she brought a pile of Broadway Musicals DVDs. The group thought that DVDs would not realize many bids, but Holly would like to review them for adding to the library collection. Connie will sort through these and check to see if they are in good condition. He still watches DVDs! We mentioned Jolley’s, Jericho Mkt, Arcana and Jeri-Hill as places to check for auction items. Sue also mentioned that she will ask Ethan Allen Homestead for a family pass and some souvenirs.

Next we discussed briefly the summer Garden Tea which will be held on Sunday July 28, 2029 from 1pm to 3pm. We need folks to bring desserts and volunteers to read from “Anne of Green Gables” by Lucy Montgomery and/or one of the sequels. The Master Gardeners always choose the theme and decorates the garden, and the library does the rest: program and refreshments. This event celebrates the lovely gardens around the library and thanks the master gardeners for their work.

Finally we discussed the November baskets and noted that it is time to start lining up folks to sign up for the ten that we need. Sue Vaughn will do another dog basket and Elisabeth will do the opera. Snowflake Chocolates offered to do a basket this year. Let’s spread the word.

The meeting was adjourned at 2pm.

Respectfully submitted by Connell Gallagher, June 20, 2019